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Media and American Democracy
Module 5, Lecture 3

Louis DeSipio

Media Have Changed Over Time
• 19th and 20th Centuries: print media
• 20th Century: broadcast media
• Radio
• Television

• Early 21st Century: Internet/social
media
• Throughout U.S. history, the media have
served as a critical mediating institution
• Translating politics to the citizenry
• Bringing the grassroots to leaders

• Question for today’s democracy: Can
social media continue to serve this role?
• If not – American democracy faces a
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Despite Expansion of Media With the
Internet
• Media increasingly
concentrated
• 75% of newspapers and radio
stations are owned by a few
companies
• Due to costs/regulation, television
news has always been concentrated

Despite Expansion of Media With the
Internet
• Fewer reporters on the ground
• Advertising no longer a reliable
source of revenue

• People with explicit interests
(such as companies) presenting
“news” reporting that supports
those interests
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Nationalization and Diminishment of
Media as Mediating Institution
• Similar stories broadcast nationally
• Minority/fringe opinions hard to come
by

• Internet creates wide access at cost
of editorial control and
accountability
• Return to an earlier era of
American politics
• News that supports our beliefs

• Reduced media role as independent
political actor
• Listen to “Final Words: Cronkite's
Vietnam Commentary”

Coverage and Influence
• Factors that influence what gets
covered and how
• Journalists and their employers
• Topics
• Audience

• How does the media influence
public opinion and political
discourse?
• Agenda setting: what’s news?
• Framing: making the complex
understandable
• Priming: how do we evaluate leaders,
events, issues?

Media Bias / “Fake News”
• 20th Century notion that media
should be “Fair and Balanced”
• Forms of bias
• Ideological
• Institutional
• Government
• Advertisers/owners

• Partisan
• International

• Ultimately, media depend on
ratings to satisfy
advertisers/supporters
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In Sum
• Mass democracy requires an
independent mass media
• Throughout the nation’s history, there
has been a tension between breadth of
news content and editorial control
• Traditional media seeing less breadth
• Concentration of ownership of traditional
media
• Internet has expanded content, but has
limited editorial control

• Internet/social media have unclear
editorial control
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